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Abstract—This paper proposes a nonlinear control strategy
to achieve autonomous take-off and landing of a drone-based
tethered Magnus flying device. This flying device is used in
airborne wind energy system that converts wind energy into
electricity. A 3D model is constructed and used to design a
feedback linearization controller to obtain the desired flight
trajectories. Simulation results with an illustrated realistic model
indicate good performance and robustness in different flying
conditions. This complex and realistic simulation environment
supports real experimental testing.

Index Terms—Airborne Wind Energy system (AWE), nonlinear
system, nonlinear control, system modeling, Modeling identifica-
tion, actuator compensation

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of extensive research and development efforts nowa-
days is directed into producing huge amounts of cost-competitive
electrical power. Airborne Wind Energy (AWE) systems con-
vert wind energy at high altitude into electrical energy using
autonomous tethered aircraft [3], [12]. These systems provide a
viable approach for reducing the amount of material requirements
per unit of power. Because tethered devices’ flying operations
may be changed due to different wind conditions, one of the key
research and development goals right now, in AWE society, is the
total autonomous and reliable functioning. This represents a rich
topic in automatic control strategies that must function robustly in
all power generation phases and under extreme operating condi-
tions. Most of the literature surrounding the field of AWE system,
has introduced control strategies that enable AWE systems to fly
in prescribed paths for power generation phase [14], [13]. Fewer
researches assign the take-off and landing phases of the AWE
systems [4], [7], [11].
The main contribution of this paper, compared to other studies
illustrated in literature, is highlighted in proposing a 3D nonlinear
controller of drone-based rigid wing AWE system with on-ground
generation system in the take-off and landing phases. This system
can take-off and land under specific wind field characteristics and
even without wind. The on-ground winch is used to control the
tether’s reel-in and reel-out lengths. Hence, the system’s model
is composed of the flying device and the coupled ground winch.
The flying device is different from those studied in the literature
due to the existence of a Magnus fixed to the drone.
Paper Organization: This paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we illustrate the overall system’s complex model. The
design of robust feedback linearization (FL) controller based on
simplified system’s model is discussed in section III. Finally,
section IV presents a series of realistic simulations to illustrate

the performance and to validate the robustness of the control
strategy against specific wind fields. The paper ends with some
conclusions.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

The drone-based AWE system studied in this paper is com-
posed of two elements: The first element is a flying device
composed of a drone of mass mD fixed to any rigid wing. In
this paper we consider a Magnus of mass mM as the fixed wing.
The second one is an on-ground station of inertia IG and center
of gravity CG. Both elements are connected through a tether as
shown in Fig. 1. The tether is attached to the flying device at the
drone’s center of gravity CB .
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Fig. 1: Free body diagram of drone based Magnus AWE
system

A. Reference Frames
We include three right-handed reference frames for more clar-

ity in presenting the model and control strategy:
• Global Frame G(x⃗G , y⃗G , z⃗G) - It is an inertial Cartesian co-

ordinate system, where x⃗G is aligned with the wind velocity.
Its origin coincides with the on-ground station CG.

• Local or tether Frame L(x⃗L, y⃗L, z⃗L) - It is the non-inertial
coordinate system fixed to the drone. where x⃗L is aligned
with tether and pointing away from the on-ground station.

• Body Frame B(x⃗B, y⃗B, z⃗B) - It is non-inertial coordinate
system centered at CB . Where x⃗B points towards CG and
corresponds to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft, y⃗B is an
orthogonal axis to the first one and aligned with the Magnus
axis of rotation and z⃗B axis is aligned with the propeller’s
axis .

The relative orientation between frames G and B can be expressed
by the Euler angles ϕ, θ and ψ. These angles represent the



rotational position of the drone in G frame. Thus any vector F⃗G
in G system can be translated into vector F⃗B in B system through
the following ZY X rotation matrix:

RGB =

 cθcψ cθsψ −sθ
sϕsθcψ − cϕsψ sϕsθsψ + cϕcψ sϕcθ
cϕsθcψ + sϕsψ cϕsθsψ − sϕcψ cϕcθ

 (1)

where ’s’ and ’c’ refer respectively to sine and cosine functions.
Therefore, F⃗B= RGB ∗ F⃗G , where ∗ denotes the matrix multi-
plication. Moreover, the rotation matrix from G to L is given as
follows:

RGL =

 cηcβ sηcβ sβ
−sη cη 0
−cηsβ −sηsβ cβ

 (2)

B. Tether Model
The tether of length r is assumed to be taut and approximated

as straight line. Although tether’s sag can have a significant
impact on the flight dynamic states of the aircraft, this assumption
could still be of less importance for small tether’s length where
the linear mass is negligible.

C. Drone Model
The following considerations about modelling are mainly

taken from [8] and [9].
1) Actuator to body dynamics: a quad-rotor drone is a flying

platform actuated by four motors and propellers. Let wD =
[w1 w2 w3 w4]

T be respectively the rotation speed of each
actuator. A simple lift and drag propeller model as expressed and
used for UAV modelling in [9] and [5] allows us to estimate for
each actuator i = 1, 2, 3, 4, a force F⃗i and a torque Γ⃗i:

F⃗i = cTw
2
i z⃗B

Γ⃗i = cQw
2
i z⃗B

(3)

where cT and cQ are the propeller thrust and drag coefficient
respectively. The actuators’ forces and torques can be linearly
combined to obtain a total thrust force F⃗ dB = T sysD z⃗B, and three
rotational torques Γ⃗c = [Γp Γq Γr]

T , where T sysD is the
actual total thrust force generated by the four drone’s propellers

T sysD
Γp
Γq
Γr

 ≃


cT cT cT cT

−cT lD cT lD cT lD −cT lD
−cT lD −cT lD cT lD cT lD
cQ −cQ cQ −cQ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Mx


ω2
1

ω2
2

ω2
3

ω2
4

 (4)

where lD is the lever arm size between an actuator and the
drone center of mass CB . Those forces and torques are control
variables for the drone angular velocities model. The behaviour
of the actuator rotation speed is represented with the one phase
equivalent model of a brushless actuators, as used in [2].

2) Angular velocities loop in B: In the body frame B, let us
define Ω⃗ = [p q r]T , the representation of angular velocities
respectively about x⃗B, y⃗B and z⃗B. Angular velocities dynamics is
expressed as

˙⃗
Ω = −J−1Ω×JΩ⃗ + J−1Γ⃗c (5)

Where J represents the inertia matrix of the drone body and
Ω× the skew symmetric matrix made of Ω⃗. Therefore, angular
velocities in B can be controlled with Γ⃗c

3) Angular position loop in G: From angular velocities Ω⃗ in
B, one might express the equation of angular position in G. Based
on the Euler ZYX formalism,

ϕ̇θ̇
ψ̇

 = W−1Ω⃗

W−1(ϕ, θ, ψ) =

1 sϕtθ cϕtθ
0 cϕ −sϕ
0 sϕ/cθ cϕ/cθ

 (6)

with tθ = tan(θ) and W (ϕ, θ, ψ) known as the Wronskien ma-
trix of the Euler angle attitude representation. Therefore, angular
positions in G can be controlled with Ω⃗.

D. Magnus Model
In this work we only consider one Magnus wing attached to

the drone of length lM and base radius rM . Detailed study of the
physical behavior of the Magnus is not considered in this work.
However, we recapitulate the model of its drag and lift illustrated
in [6]. The aerodynamic forces F⃗ aero that acts on the flying
device is a function of the angular velocity wM of the Magnus

F⃗ aeroB (wM ) = F⃗L(wM ) + F⃗D(wM ) + F⃗dy(wM ) (7)

where F⃗L and F⃗D present the lift and drag forces respectively.
These forces are expressed in (x⃗B, z⃗B) plane. F⃗dy is the drag
force acting on the drone in y⃗B direction. In L frame, F⃗ aero reads

F⃗ aeroL (wM ) =
[
dr dη dβ

]T
(8)

E. On-ground Station Model
The motor-winch subsystem model is approximated according

to the following equation

u̇sysr =
1

τur
(ur − usysr ) (9)

where ur is the control reference torque of the ground winch
divided by its radius rG and usysr is the actual effected torque.
Hence, the actual tether traction force is derived from the rota-
tional equilibrium as follows

Tth = usysr +mGr̈ + Γs (10)

such that mG = IG
r2G

and Γs represents the dry friction of the
ground winch.

III. CONTROL STRATEGY

In this section we will illustrate the overall implemented con-
trol strategy illustrated in Fig. 2.

A. Inner Control Loops of the Drone
Most of the drones are controlled via a hierarchical control

strategy divided into slow (outer loop) and fast (inner loop)
dynamics. In our work, to fit with classical experimental setup,
the two inner loops (secs. II-C2 and II-C3) are considered closed
and well controlled. For simulation purposes, we implant the
ROS/PX4 architecture as used in GIPSA-Lab experimental aerial
robotics platform [10]. The inner control architecture is taken
from [1]. In the control design, the inner dynamics is considered
as three actuator forces in the tether frame. This approximation is
described later in (20).



Fig. 2: Block diagram describing the control strategy

B. System Setup

The system’s state is determined by three degrees of freedom:
the position describing the drone point mass CB

p⃗G =

xy
z

 =

rcβcηrcβsη
rsβ

 (11)

This position is parameterized by the spherical coordinates r, η
and β where η and β are respectively the relative elevation and
azimuth angles of the tether. For the control strategy, that will be
presented in the following subsections, it is useful to convert the
Cartesian coordinates in frame G to spherical coordinates:

r

η

β

 =


√
x2 + y2 + z2

arctan 2(y, x)

arctan

(
z√
x2+y2

)
 (12)

where arctan 2(., .) is the four-quadrant arctangent function.
Thus, the local acceleration of the flying device, derived from the
double derivative of (11), reads as

¨⃗pL =

 r̈
rη̈cβ
rβ̈

+

 −rβ̇2 − rη̇2c2β
2ṙη̇cβ − 2rη̇β̇sβ
2ṙβ̇ + rη̇2cβsβ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

− 1
m F⃗

inert
L

(13)

where the second part corresponds to the Coriolis and centrifugal
forces stated as inertial forces F⃗ inert.

C. Model used to Design the Controller

In this section we will present a simplified model which has
been specifically derived for the control design task of take-off
and landing phases of the AWE system. This control strategy will
be fully illustrated in the following subsections. For the sake of
the control design, all the external disturbances, i.e., aerodynamic
and friction forces, are neglected. Moreover, the dynamic of usysr

is also neglected, so usysr = ur. Thus, For this section we define
the total force acting on the drone in any reference frame, as
shown in Fig. 1, as,

mB
¨⃗p = F⃗ g + F⃗ t + F⃗ d (14)

The gravitational Force F⃗ g and the tether force F⃗ t can be
described as,

F⃗ gG = −mBgz⃗G

F⃗ tL = −Tthx⃗L
(15)

where mB = mD+mM is the mass of the overall flying device,
g is the gravity acceleration and Tth represents the tension force
at the ground station presented in (10). The total thrust force due
to the four drone’s propellers F⃗ dB= TD z⃗B where TD is the control
reference thrust force, assuming that the drone’s dynamics are
neglected, i.e, T sysD = TD. Then we can use the transformations
in (1) and (2) to determine
F⃗ dL = RGL ∗ RBG ∗ F⃗ dB . We represent the total thrust force in L
frame as,

F⃗ dL = [uT0 uη uβ ]
T (16)

Considering all the external forces described in (10), (15) and
(16). Equation (13) allows us to redefine Newton’s second law of
motion in (14) in the L frame as

mB

 r̈
rη̈cβ
rβ̈

 = F⃗ inertL + F⃗ gL + F⃗ tL + F⃗ dL (17)

D. Control Design
Considering the state vector as x = [r ṙ η η̇ β β̇]T ,

the considered output as y = [r η β]T and the Aerodynamic
forces F⃗ aero and the friction as external disturbances. Equation
(17) is easily expressed into the state space representation in L
frame as follows,

r̈

η̈

β̈

 =


1

mB+mW
[mB(rβ̇

2 + rη̇2c2β)−mBgsβ + uT0]

1
rcβ

[−2ṙη̇cβ + 2rη̇β̇sβ ]

− 1
r [2ṙβ̇ + rη̇2cβsβ + gcβ ]


︸ ︷︷ ︸

b(x)

+

−
1

mB+mW
0 0

0 1
mBrcβ

0

0 0 1
mBr


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A(x)

(uruη
uβ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

+

−drdη
dβ


︸ ︷︷ ︸

d

)

(18)

y =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

 x (19)



Because of the fact that actuators dynamics were neglected in
the model used for control design, lets start by introducing
the actuators compensation block. We used model identification
technique to approximate the dynamics of η-loop and β-loop as
first order models,

u̇sysη =
1

τuη
[uη − usysη ], u̇sysβ =

1

τuβ
[uβ − usysβ ] (20)

where usysη and usysβ are the approximated actual inputs of the
system. Moreover, τuη and τuβ are the identified time response
of the closed loops. To compensate the delay due to the response
time of drone and on-ground winch actuators, an actuators com-
pensation is implemented for q ∈ {r, η, β}:

udq = τuq u̇q + uq; (21)

Then the system is fed by ud = [udr udη udβ ]
T to improve the

system’s response. The kinematic transformation block allows to
transform the inputs udT0, udη and udβ into the desired setpoints of
the drone ϕd, θd and ψd. This nonlinear operator is implemented
by the following expressions,

T dD =
√
udT0

2 + udη
2 + udβ

2;

ϕd = arcsin
(
−sηsβudT0−cηu

d
η+sηsβu

d
β

cψTdD

)
;

θd = arctan 2
(
(cηcβu

d
T0−sηu

d
η−cηsβu

d
β)

cψ
, sβu

d
T0 + cβu

d
β

)
(22)

E. Feedback Linearization Control

This section illustrates the 3D extension version of a 2D FL
controller applied to derive a drone based fixed wing AWE
system in [11] to compute u = [ur uη uβ ]

T . Firstly recall
that in FL control method, the controlled system is reduced to
an analogous linear system. As a result, the approach does not
require any estimate and does not limit the system’s operation to
the linearization point’s vicinity. At this stage, an intermediate
linear control law is constructed to assure the asymptotic stability
of the linear tracking error. The system’s relative degree is 2, as
can readily be seen in (18). This is the number of times the output
y must be differentiated before the input u appears explicitly.
Reducing (18) we get

ÿ = b(x) +A(x)u (23)

Under the assumption that the matrix A(x) is invertible, the
control objectives is achieved with a static nonlinear control law
of the form,

u = A−1(x)(v − b(x)) (24)

This nonlinear control reduces the system to a double integrator
dynamics ÿ = v such that

v = [vr vη vβ ]
T (25)

Once the problem to solve is linear, an intermediate linear control
law v has to be designed. In our work we implement the multi-
variable PID controllers for each q ∈ {r, η, β}, as in (26).
The integral component is included to eliminate disturbances and

adjust for modeling flaws, such as the unconsidered lift and drag
forces.

vq = αq−1

∫ t

0

eq(τ)dτ + αq0eq + αq1 ėq + ÿdq (26)

where yd = [ydr ydη ydβ ]
T represents the desired trajectory in

spherical coordinate and eq = (ydq − q), for q ∈ {r, η, β}, is the
tracking error. The controllers’ parameters are tuned based on In-
tegral of the Time weighted Absolute Error (ITAE) performance
index. The used characteristic polynomial for q ∈ {r, η, β} is

Pq(s) = s3 + 1.783wnqs
2 + 2.172w2

nqs+ w3
nq

where wnq is the natural frequency of the q-closed loop system.
It should be noted that by selecting this option, one may obtain a
stable linear tracking error with the required converging rate.
We have decided to employ an open loop control with a feed-
forward weight compensation for the design of uT0. This open
loop is represented by the following static equation uT0 =
T dth +mBgsin(β), where T dth is the desired tension force in the
tether. This decision was made in order to thoroughly investigate
the control law on r, η and β; however, a more advanced control
law may be devised for this component in order to track the tether
tension faster and more precisely.

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

We have emphasised the performance of the implemented con-
trol strategy through simulations, where the drone was modeled
by a very realistic model. This model doesn’t only take into
consideration the 6 degree of freedom dynamics but also the
communication delays, motors and battery models. Fig. 2, shows
the different stages which is carried out to provide the correct
control actions. The Drone block represents the drone modeled
as in (3)-(6) in addition to its internal control loops. While the
system block corresponds to the rigid flying system. Finally, the
C2S block is used to transfer the system’s Cartesian coordinates
to spherical ones according to (12). The Magnus Wing block, that
determines the aerodynamic disturbances acting on the system,
is used in simulation to study the robustness of the control
strategy against wind with Va is the apparent wind speed under a
constant and homogeneous wind field of speed Vw and directed
along x⃗G . The dimensions of Magnus is chosen as lM=0.6m
and rM=0.05m. Suitable saturation to the commanded thrust
force, motor-winch torque and rotational angles are included.
And the desired yaw angle ψd = π is assumed known constant
influencing the system. Moreover, the Magnus rotational speed
was set to wM = 3

rM
Vw. This leads to good aerodynamic

performance of the wing.
In Table I we recapitulate the physical parameters of the system

and saturation limits used in simulations. In Table II we represent
the identified based simulations time constants of the drone’s η-
loop and β-loop. Fig. 3 represents in pink the time response of
the approximated 1st order model of uβ identified in (20) and
in green the actual uβ of the complex simulation model. It can
be seen clearly that the actual response of uβ is nonlinear. Same
result was also obtained for uη .

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the system’s response in 3D under
different wind conditions. The system take-off at t=10s from its



TABLE I: PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Ground Station Drone
Symbol Value Symbol Value
mG 0.0481 kg mD 0.774 kg(

T d
Dmin

, T d
Dmax

) (
3, 17.7

)
N(

ud
rmin

, ud
rmax

) (
0, 8

)
N

(
ϕd
min, ϕ

d
max

) (
-50, 50

)
deg(

θdmin, θ
d
max

) (
-50, 50

)
deg

TABLE II: IDENTIFIED TIME RESPONSE

Ground Station Drone
Symbol Value Symbol Value
τur 0.02 s τuη 0.115 s

τuβ 0.121 s

initial position [ri ηi βi]
T = [0.5 0° 20°]T till reaching

its final position [rf ηf βf ]
T = [1.2 20° 45°]T . Then, the

system hovers at this final position for 15s. At t=25s, the system
lands reaching again the initial position.
The ground motor-winch is a very fast actuator, compared to
aerodynamic actuators, i.e., the drone. Moreover, as we have
discussed in III-E, the ground winch is used to control the reel-
out and reel-in of the tether. Thus, the r-loop natural frequency
wnr = 8 rd/s is chosen to be bigger than that η-loop and
β-loop that are controlled by the drone’s actuators. Actuators
compensation speeds up the closed loops, thus the natural fre-
quencies can be increased to improve system’s response without
instability risk. This is impossible if the actuators dynamics are
not compensated, else-wise the systems crashes. The values of
the natural frequencies are represented in Table III.

TABLE III: NATURAL FREQUENCIES

No Actuators Compensation Actuators Compensation
wnη 3 rd/s 4 rd/s
wnβ 3 rd/s 5 rd/s

In case of no wind as in Fig. 4(a), the system’s response is slightly
improved upon compensating the actuators. This can be clearly
shown by the decreased overshoot on β in the case of actuator
compensation. To study the robustness of our control strategy,
we run the simulations over wind speed Vw =5m/s. Fig. 4(b)
shows the importance of compensating the actuators to improve
the robustness of the control strategy against wind. This is shown
by comparing the β response in both cases. Compensating the
actuators leads in decreasing the overshoot and the tracking error.
This can be clearly obtained by comparing the system’s 3D
trajectories with and without actuator compensation presented in
Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) respectively.
Althought the actual system can not be exactly approximated by
1st order model system’s response improved significantly upon
adding inverse 1st order actuators compensation. Moreover, the
actual control value usysβ is better synchronised to the control
reference uβ , as seen in Fig. 6, when implementing actuator
compensation. This means that the more precise the system’s
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Fig. 3: Time response of uβ
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Fig. 4: Comparison of system’s spherical position
(a) no wind, (b) Vw= 5m/s

actuators are modeled, the more precise the system’s response
will be. It is important to mention that, for wind speed above
Vw = 5 m/s, the system crashes. In this work, the aerodynamic
forces acting on the system are only considered as disturbances.
Increasing controller robustness against wind gusts for higher
speeds may be possible by using the Magnus cylinder as actuator
to benefit from aerodynamic forces to lift the system. We can see
that in all case the responses of r-loop are mostly identical. This
is due to the fact that the ground station motor-winch system was
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Fig. 5: System’s 3D trajectory at Vw= 5m/s
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pensation
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Fig. 6: Desired and actual control value uβ without and with
actuator compensation

considered as very accurate with a fast dynamics, τr = 0.02s.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we have presented a control strategy based on FL
control and the corresponding 3D model of drone based Magnus
AWE system. The system’s behavior was evaluated in complex
and realistic simulation environment to support real experimental
testing. It is important to mention that in this work we have
neglected the effect of the reactive torque acting on the drone due
to the tether force. In realistic experimentation, this additional
torques could be handled by the robust built-in inner control
loops of the drone. Our control strategy shows very accurate
response for homogeneous and relatively low speed wind field.
In the near future, we are improving our control strategy through

an additional control input. These input control the Magnus’s
rotational speed instead of considering a constant value. This
make use of aerodynamic forces to support the drone in lifting the
system instead of considering them as disturbances. The absence
of robustness analysis with time variable wind speed profiles,
both in terms of speed and direction, is one of the key studies that
is good to be considered in our future work. Moreover another
proposed next step, to increase the model accuracy, is to include
a more realistic tether model.
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